Business Analyst Internship(HBBA2701)

Apply here
Start date
June/July

Duration
6 months

Languages
Good spoken and written English
levels are required
(B2 onwards)
Good to have: fluency in Spanish

Location

Mere, England
Mere is a charming and
historic town, sitting beneath
the Southwest Wiltshire
Downs, an area of outstanding
natural beauty. In the centre of
town there is a tearoom, pubs,
take aways and other shops.
Nearby there are outdoor
sport pursuits along with
excellent walking and cycling
routes. Close to a major route,
enabling easy travel all the
way down to the south coast
or up to London.
Are you eligible?
Are you a registered student?
Or
Are you eligible to participate in
the Erasmus+ programme?

Benefits
See website for details of all ESPA
benefits. For all internships over 6
months, additional benefits will
be paid. Details available at
interview.

Phone: +44 1225 430641

Role
This is a great opportunity for a talented business analyst to work with this successful host
company. Mentored throughout you will work within the Finance and IT teams on a specific
project to look at creating better reporting processes for complete visibility of financial
information. They are aiming to migrate their data from Tableau to Power Bi on which you will
receive full training. If you would like to play a major part in this important project and have a
great experience, then apply today.

Tasks
•

Building databases and reports in BI for.

•

Cost of sales analysis

•

Automate variance analysis on the monthly accounts

•

Building management accounts in BI

•

Creating BI reports for variance analysis on the monthly accounts

•

Building budgets in BI

•

Customer profitability model

Desired Skills
•

Studying for a degree in Business Analysis or Data science

•

High degree of Excel skills – Intermediate or Advanced level

•

High level of analytical skills, including presenting reports

•

Good understanding of pricing procedures

•

Experience / understanding of budgeting processes

•

High degree of Excel skills – Intermediate or Advanced level

•

Familiar with SQL databases, ideally in an Accounting or CRM environment

•

Numerate and able to see patterns and trends in data sets

•

Confident in dealing with multiple stakeholders

The Host Company
This successful host company is the UK’s largest manufacturer of brushware and hygienic
cleaning tools. Distributing their products worldwide they have set the benchmark for quality and
innovation across the cleaning, food manufacturing and agricultural industries; their prestigious
client base includes Coca Cola, Heinz and the UK Royal Family. With offices in the USA supplying
the US, Canada and Central America, this host is expanding rapidly and seeking talented
individuals to help drive future success.

Email: talent@espauk.com

Website: www.espauk.com

